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Abstract 

  Knowledge based radiation therapy planning was developed as a way to use a 

knowledge base of clinically approved radiation therapy plans to shorten the amount of 

time necessary to create a new treatment plan.  The method has been tested using plans 

from a database of approved plans from Duke University and it was shown that the 

quality of the new plan is at least comparable to the original plan.  When a match is 

found from the database for a query anatomy, the fluences of the match plan are 

deformed to fit the query planning target volume (PTV) and brought into the new query 

plan.  The deformation is currently done using several two dimensional deformation 

registrations of the beam’s eye vies (BEV) projection of the match PTV to the BEV of the 

query PTV for each beam in the plan.  We investigated whether using information from 

a three dimensional deformation of the PTVs to deform the fluences would yield higher 

quality plans than the two dimensional method.  Using Velocity AI’s three dimensional 

deformation capabilities we deformed several match query pairs and projected the 

deformation field down into two dimensions for each beam angle.  Using the projected 

fields we deformed each beam’s fluence and imported the new fluences into a radiation 

therapy plan.  After evaluating the DVHs of both pre- and post-optimized plans we 

concluded that there is no benefit to performing the three dimensional deformation 

method over the two dimensional method for prostate patients.
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Prostate Cancer Treatment 

In developed countries, prostate cancer is the second most diagnosed cancer as of 

the year 2008 [1].  In men, it is the most common cancer and the third most common 

cause of cancer death [1, 2].  For the past five decades, external beam radiotherapy has 

been an effective method of curatively treating prostate cancer [3]. 

1.1.1 Early Methods of External Beam Therapy 

The main goal of radiation treatment is to kill all cancerous cells in the tumor 

with minimal damage to healthy tissue [4].  Before the advent of computed tomography 

(CT) imaging, the common form of external beam treatment involved four coplanar 

beams centered on the prostate.  This treatment, while effective at killing cancer in the 

prostate, caused significant negative late effects in the critical organs surrounding the 

prostate, mainly the rectum [5, 6] and bladder [7]. 

When CT became a viable imaging modality, external beam therapy took a leap 

forward into a method called three dimensional conformal treatment.  Since the shape of 

the prostate and the surrounding tissue could be seen, the radiation fields could be 

shaped to conform to the planning target volume (PTV).  The radiation fluences of these 

fields were still uniform, however.  As such, often the radiation doses to the rectum and 

bladder were still outside the tolerances for those structures [8]. 
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1.1.2 Current Method: IMRT 

A new treatment method called intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) 

was developed with the invention of a device called the multi-leaf collimator (MLC).  

The MLC is a device made up of narrow tungsten leaves which move to form different 

field shapes, delivering different fluence to different parts of the radiation field.  A direct 

result is that radiation fields with non-uniform fluence could be created. 

These radiation fields for the MLC are formed by using an optimization function 

to find the most optimal fluence pattern [9, 10].  The most optimal fluence pattern 

depends on dose constraints applied to the PTV and the organs at risk (OARs).  The 

constraints are to ensure that the PTV gets the appropriate dose and that the dose to 

OARs is low enough to minimize the chance of negative late effects in the patient.  Table 

1 is an example of a set of constraints for a prostate case at Duke University. 

Table 1: Example list of dose constraints to the PTV and various OARs from 

Duke University 

 Dose (Gy) Volume (absolute or %) 

PTV 1.02*Prescribed Dose 0% 

Bladder 75 < 10 cc 

Bladder 65 25% 

Bladder 40 40% 

Rectum 75 < 10 cc 
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Rectum 65 17% 

Rectum 40 40% 

Lt Femoral Head 50 0% 

Right Femoral Head 50 0% 

Penile Bulb 30 15% 

Small Bowel 45 1% 

 

The MLCs have two modes for delivering fluence: dynamic motion, and step and 

shoot [11, 12].  In the dynamic mode, the MLCs are in motion while the beam is on, 

where in the step and shoot mode the beam is off while the MLCs move to a new 

position.  The movement of the leaves in both modes is determined using leaf motion 

calculating functions handled by the treatment planning system [13]. 

Plans implementing IMRT have been shown to deliver a lower radiation dose to 

the rectum and bladder than three dimensional conformal plans while keeping a tightly 

conformal dose distribution around the PTV [4, 14, 15].  Currently, IMRT is the most 

widely used and most effective method of external beam radiation treatment for 

localized prostate cancer [8]. 

1.2 Background of Knowledge Based IMRT 

One problem with prostate IMRT treatment is the time intensive treatment 

planning process.  Currently every patient gets a brand new plan which is created in a 
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manner which is planner dependent.  The quality of plan depends heavily on the 

experience of the planner and the amount of time spent on the plan [16].  It often takes 

several hours to create and optimize a new plan which achieves the constraints for an 

acceptable treatment [17, 18].  Under the current treatment planning process, a single 

patient could get two plans of differing quality from two different institutions [19]. 

In response to this problem, our research group developed a process called 

knowledge based IMRT planning.  The idea behind the knowledge base process was to 

make a database of treatment plans which had already been carried out.  A new (or 

“query”) patients’ anatomy could then be compared against the anatomy of past 

patients already inside the database.  Under the knowledge based IMRT method, the 

patient with the closest matching anatomy would first be identified.  The match patient’s 

plan would then applied to the new patient and re-optimized.  As long as the query 

patient’s anatomy were similar to its match’s anatomy, ideally the pre-optimized plan 

will be close to clinically acceptable and the post-optimized will be clinically acceptable. 

1.3 The Knowledge Base Planning Process 

The knowledge base process we employed in our research involved taking a 

query case and comparing it to the database of patient plans.  To compare the anatomy, 

beam’s eye view (BEV) projections of the structures which the physician had contoured 

were taken at the seven standard angles that Duke’s radiation oncology department 

regularly uses (see Figure 1 for example of BEVs for Duke’s seven angles).  These BEVs 
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were taken for all plans in the database.  BEVs were then taken for the query case and 

compared against the database BEVs using a mutual information (MI) comparison 

formula. 

 

Figure 1: BEV of a PTV from 25⁰, 75⁰, 130⁰, 180⁰, 230⁰, 280⁰, and 335⁰. 

Once a best match was found, BEVs of the PTV alone were taken for both the 

match and query cases.  A two dimensional deformable registration was then performed 

on each of the match BEVs to the corresponding query BEVs.  The deformation map for 

each angle was then applied to each angle’s fluence map, making the fluence maps more 

closely conform to the new anatomy. 

Once the fluences were deformed, they were imported into the treatment 

planning system and then optimized, resulting in a new plan for the query patient.  The 

optimization constraints used were those from the optimized match plan, which has 

been shown to be effective in previous data base planning research [20].  Vorakarn 

Chanyavanich took query cases from inside the Duke patient set and showed that the 
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post-optimized plans made through the knowledge base process were comparable to the 

original plans made for the query patient [21]. 

1.4 A Three Dimensional Deformation 

The current process uses several two dimensional deformation registrations to 

deform the match fluences.  Each BEV’s deformation is independent of all the other 

BEVs’ deformations.  Since, in reality, the PTV is a three dimensional volume, we set out 

to discover the efficacy of performing one three dimensional deformation of the PTV 

volume as opposed to seven two dimensional deformations of the BEVs.  The three 

dimensional deformation information could then be used to deform the individual 

fluence maps. 

We hypothesized that a three dimensional deformation would result in better 

pre-optimized plans as instead of having several deformations which were relatively 

unrelated to each other, we would have one deformation of the volume of interest which 

would affect all fluence deformations in a consistent manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2. Methods 

The general idea behind this project was to deform the three dimensional PTV 

volume instead of performing several two dimensional projections of the PTV volume.  

Then the deformation map itself could be projected down into two dim

each beam angle.  The two dimensional projections would then be applied to the fluence 

maps.  The new deformed fluences could then be imported into a treatment planning 

system and the resulting dose would be compared to the dose from plans mad

2D deformations for the same match and query case.

Figure 

7 

The general idea behind this project was to deform the three dimensional PTV 

volume instead of performing several two dimensional projections of the PTV volume.  

Then the deformation map itself could be projected down into two dimensions from 

each beam angle.  The two dimensional projections would then be applied to the fluence 

maps.  The new deformed fluences could then be imported into a treatment planning 

system and the resulting dose would be compared to the dose from plans mad

2D deformations for the same match and query case. 

Figure 2: Flow chart for 3D deforming process 

The general idea behind this project was to deform the three dimensional PTV 

volume instead of performing several two dimensional projections of the PTV volume.  

ensions from 

each beam angle.  The two dimensional projections would then be applied to the fluence 

maps.  The new deformed fluences could then be imported into a treatment planning 

system and the resulting dose would be compared to the dose from plans made using 
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2.1 Deforming the PTV 

The deformation of the PTV was done using the Velocity AI software package 

(version Build 356 , Velocity Medical Solutions, Atlanta GA).  This software can import 

radiation therapy DICOM CT and structure files.  The program’s graphical user interface 

allows one to do manual rigid shifts as well as automated registrations and 

deformations.   It is possible to deform or register entire volumes or user specified 

regions of interest (ROIs).  The GUI has four windows for an axial view, sagital view, 

coronal view, and a three dimensional view that can be rotated to different angles (see 

Figure 3).  This aids in doing the manual registration and visually observing progress 

and quality of the automatic registrations.  A primary volume is selected, followed by a 

secondary volume.  The primary volume is then registered to the secondary volume. 

 

Figure 3: Velocity AI image display 
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Initially, registration was attempted using just the grayscale CT data without any 

segmentation or other processing.  After Velocity completes a registration, any radiation 

therapy structures attached to the plan are registered using the map from the CT data 

registration.  The first trial did not result in properly deforming the match PTV to fit the 

query PTV, as seen in Figure 4.  The problem was that the PTV itself is outlined outside 

of the prostate in various soft tissues which were being deformed to match 

corresponding tissue in the query.  CT scans have bad soft tissue contrast and as a result, 

the prostate looks a lot like much of the surrounding soft tissue to the algorithm.  Since 

the program deforms the CT data and then applies the map to any radiation therapy 

structures, the PTV did not deform properly. 

To solve this problem, we made three dimensional binary masks of both the 

query and match PTVs using MATLAB (version R2009a, The MathWorks Inc, Natick 

MA).  Using the ‘dicominfo.m’ command the RT structure files for both the match and 

query were read in and each PTV was outlined in its own 3D matrix having the same 

number of voxels as its corresponding data set.  All voxels inside the outline were given 

a value of 1 and everything outside was given a value of 0.  Each new 3D volume had 

the same pixel spacings, slice thicknesses and isocenters of the original CT data.  Each 

matrix was then written into DICOM files using MATLAB’s ‘dicomwrite.m’ command 

and the DICOM header data from the original CT data.  Each set was then read into 

Velocity and the match was registered to the query.  Figure 5 shows the deformation of 



 

the match case mask (the white structure) closely conforming to the query case mask 

(the purple structure). 

Figure 

Figure 5: Pre and post deformation using binary masks of the PTV

Velocity Medical created a simple way to represent a deformable registration 

object.  This object is called a binary deformation file, or BDF.  The BDF is a file which 
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case mask (the white structure) closely conforming to the query case mask 

Figure 4: Pre and post deformation using CT data

: Pre and post deformation using binary masks of the PTV

Velocity Medical created a simple way to represent a deformable registration 

object.  This object is called a binary deformation file, or BDF.  The BDF is a file which 

case mask (the white structure) closely conforming to the query case mask 

 

: Pre and post deformation using CT data 

 

: Pre and post deformation using binary masks of the PTV 

Velocity Medical created a simple way to represent a deformable registration 

object.  This object is called a binary deformation file, or BDF.  The BDF is a file which 
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can be exported from Velocity AI once a registration is complete.  The file itself contains 

three sets of numeric values.  The first three relevant numbers are 32-bit integers which 

specify the number of voxels in the x, y, and z directions,  Nx, Ny, and Ny.  Nx, Ny, and Ny  

are the same dimensions of the primary volume.  The second three numbers in the file 

are 32-bit floats which specify the voxel size in the x, y, and z directions in millimeters.  

These are equivalent to the x and y spacing and slice thickness from the match case. 

The rest of the numbers are 32-bit floats and specify the deformation vector field.  

This vector field is a simple voxel to voxel map of how far, in millimeters, to move each 

voxel to deform the primary volume to the secondary volume.  The total number of 

elements in the field is Nx*Ny*Nz*3.  The total number of voxels is multiplied by 3 since 

each voxel has an x, y, and z shift.  The deformation field starts in the upper left most 

voxel of the most inferior slice.  It then lists the x, y, and z shifts of each voxel in turn, 

going right across the row, then down through each row in left to right fashion.  After 

the last voxel of a slice is listed it then lists the upper left corner of the next most 

superior slice. 

The coordinate system used by Velocity AI is the treatment room coordinate 

system used in general by radiation oncology departments and DICOM formatting.  As 

seen in Figure 6, positive x is towards patient left, positive y is towards patient posterior, 

and positive z is towards patient superior, all when the patient is in supine position. 
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Figure 6: Coordinate system used by DICOM format 

2.2 Projecting the BDF into two dimensions 

MATLAB was used to read the shift data from the BDF file into three matrices.  

These were called Tx, Ty, and Tz and contained the x, y, and z shift data respectively for 

each voxel.  All further mathematics and operations performed on the data were also 

done in MATLAB. 

2.2.1 Reading in the BDF 

MATLAB was used to read the shift data from the BDF file into three matrices – 

Tx, Ty, and Tz, containing the x, y, and z shift data respectively for each voxel.  All further 

mathematics and operations performed on the data were also done in MATLAB. 
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CT image matrix size was 512x512.  As a result, Tx, Ty, and Tz also were 512x512 

pixels in the x and y dimensions.  The size in the z direction varied between patients, 

based on the length scanned. 

2.2.2 Determining a Coordinate system 

The DICOM images of the match binary mask were read into a volume V.  Using 

the x and y pixel spacings and the slice thicknesses from the CT data, each voxel in V 

was assigned a physical location Xxyz, in millimeters, in three dimensional space, with 

the isocenter as the origin. 

In the prostate cases we used, each beam is delivered to the patient at an angle θ 

around the z axis, with 0⁰ being along the negative y axis, 90⁰ being along the positive x 

axis, and all beam central axes being in the x-y plane.  Each beam of angle θ was 

assigned a source vector Sθ and a unit vector nθ lying along the same line as the 

corresponding Sθ.  All plans used in this research were treated with a source axis 

distance (SAD) of 1000 mm.   



 

Figure 7

Each beam has a 2D radiation fluence map P

be delivered to each point in a plane.  Each plane is normal to S

isocenter, which we used as the origin for this coordinate system.  Using the pixel 

spacing of the fluence map, each pixel was assigned a position vector P

isocenter (see Figure 7). 
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7: Coordinate system shown by axial slice through V

Each beam has a 2D radiation fluence map Pθ which is the pattern of radiation to 

be delivered to each point in a plane.  Each plane is normal to Sθ and contains the plan’s 

isocenter, which we used as the origin for this coordinate system.  Using the pixel 

spacing of the fluence map, each pixel was assigned a position vector Pθxyz

 

 

: Coordinate system shown by axial slice through V 

which is the pattern of radiation to 

and contains the plan’s 

isocenter, which we used as the origin for this coordinate system.  Using the pixel 

θxyz relative to the 
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2.2.3 Averaging the Shift per Pixel 

The next step was finding which elements in the T matrices affect each pixel in 

the fluence plane Pθxyz.  The binary information in V was used to isolate the indices of all 

points inside the match PTV.  All data from voxels outside the PTV was not desirable.  

Equations 1 and 2 were used to find vectors from the source to each relevant voxel in V 

and each fluence point Pθxyz, called SXi and SPθxyz respectively (see Figure 8).  Here i 

refers to the linear index of each relevant voxel inside V. 

1. ��� � �� �  �� 

2. ���	
� �  ��	
� �  �� 



 

To determine whether a point inside the PTV affects the current fluence point we 

used a constraint angle, φ

the vector dot product, then solving for the angle between SX

Equations 3 and 4.  If φi was less than φ

including all other indices which affect that particular fluence point P

16 

Figure 8: SPθxyz and SXi 

To determine whether a point inside the PTV affects the current fluence point we 

used a constraint angle, φc.  All SXi vectors were then compared with the SP vector using 

the vector dot product, then solving for the angle between SXi and SP, φ

was less than φc then its index i was recorded in a set I

including all other indices which affect that particular fluence point Pθxyz

3.  

4.  

 

To determine whether a point inside the PTV affects the current fluence point we 

vectors were then compared with the SP vector using 

and SP, φi, using 

then its index i was recorded in a set IP 

θxyz (see Figure 9). 
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5. ��� �
���

�
��� � ���  ·  ��� ��� 

Equation 5 was used to get the fluence plane projection Tθi of each relevant 

voxel’s shift vector Ti, where Ti = [Tix Tiy Tiz] and i comes from the relevant indices Ip. The 

total shift vector for each Pθxyz was found by performing an average over all Tθi for each 

Pθxyz .  In Equation 5, each shift was weighted by multiplying the shift distance by 

LSAD/LX to account for geometric magnification.  Here LX was the linear distance from the 

source to the plane normal to Sθ and containing voxel Xi (see Figure 8).  LSAD was the 

SAD distance of 1000 mm. 

 Doing this for every fluence point from every beam resulted in NB arrays of 

dimensions NRxNC, where NB is the number of beams in the plan and NR and NC are the 

number of rows and the number of columns respectively in the original fluence matrix 

for that beam.  Each element in each array held a 3 element vector PSxyz containing the x, 

y, and z shift distance each Pθxyz needed to be moved to make the new fluence map for 

the query PTV. 



 

2.3 Shifting the Fluence Map

 Since the fluence map is two dimensional and all points will only be shifted 

inside a two dimensional plane, we made the switch from 3D space (x, y, and z) into the 

two dimensional space of the fluence plane (x

corresponds to the z dimension in the 3D planning space.  The x

to the x and y dimensions of 3D space and is beam angle dependant.  Using Equations 5 

and 6 each 3D shift vector
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Figure 9: φi compared to φc 

2.3 Shifting the Fluence Map 

Since the fluence map is two dimensional and all points will only be shifted 

inside a two dimensional plane, we made the switch from 3D space (x, y, and z) into the 

space of the fluence plane (xf and yf).  Physically, the yf

corresponds to the z dimension in the 3D planning space.  The xf dimension corresponds 

to the x and y dimensions of 3D space and is beam angle dependant.  Using Equations 5 

nd 6 each 3D shift vector PSxyz for each Pθxyz was transformed into a two element 

 

Since the fluence map is two dimensional and all points will only be shifted 

inside a two dimensional plane, we made the switch from 3D space (x, y, and z) into the 

f dimension 

dimension corresponds 

to the x and y dimensions of 3D space and is beam angle dependant.  Using Equations 5 

was transformed into a two element two 
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dimensional shift vector in the fluence space.  In Equations 6 and 7, PR is the yf shift in 

two dimensional fluence space, PC is the xf shift in two dimensional fluence space, PSx, 

PSy and PSz are the x, y, and z shifts respectfully in three dimensional space, and θ is the 

beam angle. 

6. �
� �  ��� 

7. �	� �  ��	 cos��� �  ��
sin ��� 

The new shift vectors P2D = [Pxf Pyf] were then applied to the original fluence 

maps, Pθ, to get the new fluence maps, Pθnew.  To aid in the sampling, we applied a 

radius of 4/3 times the pixel spacing to the center of each pixel in the new pixel map, 

Pθnew.  The pixel values in Pθnew were found by averaging all non-zero pixel values from 

Pθ which fell into the radius around each pixel.  Figure 10 is an example of a match 

fluence before and after deformation.  Under the fluence maps are shown the BEVs that 

each fluence should conform to. 

 



 

Figure 10: Sample match flu

match BEV and query BEV for the same angle

2.4 Putting the New Fluence onto the Query Plan

To see how the new fluences compared, each P

‘.optimalfluence’ file so they could be read int

software.  These files are text files which include the size of the fluence matrix, the x and 

y fluence pixel spacings in millimeters, the relative isocenter position in the matrix in 

millimeters, and a list of the flu

After importing the new fluences into each query case the 

volume histograms (DVHs) were compared to the pre

20 

: Sample match fluence, before and after deformation, along with the 

match BEV and query BEV for the same angle 

2.4 Putting the New Fluence onto the Query Plan 

To see how the new fluences compared, each Pθnew was written to a 

‘.optimalfluence’ file so they could be read into Varian’s Eclipse treatment planning 

These files are text files which include the size of the fluence matrix, the x and 

y fluence pixel spacings in millimeters, the relative isocenter position in the matrix in 

millimeters, and a list of the fluence values. 

After importing the new fluences into each query case the cumulative 

volume histograms (DVHs) were compared to the pre-optimized plans made with 2D 

 

ence, before and after deformation, along with the 

was written to a 

o Varian’s Eclipse treatment planning 

These files are text files which include the size of the fluence matrix, the x and 

y fluence pixel spacings in millimeters, the relative isocenter position in the matrix in 

cumulative dose 

optimized plans made with 2D 
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deformation registrations.  Each plan was then optimized and the post optimized plans 

were compared to the corresponding two dimensional optimized plans. 

2.5 Fixing the Margin Problem 

The first batch of new fluences that were imported back into the treatment 

planning system had margin problems.  The fluence pattern fit very tightly around each 

PTV with no margin and no dose drop off.  This is because only beamlets that went 

through the PTV itself were shifted.  As a result, the fluence pixels that filled the margins 

around the PTV were not moved for any beam angle.  

 To include the entire fluence, before registering the match PTV to the query PTV 

we performed a nearest neighbor expansion on both the query and match PTVs.  They 

were expanded just large enough so that the margin fluence would be deformed to 

make a margin area around the query PTV. 

 Once the expansion was done on all cases, the registration and shifting process 

proceeded just as described. 
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3. Results 

We put twenty different query-match pairs through this process.  To see how it 

affected the end result, we compared the DVHs of both the pre-optimized plans and the 

post-optimized plans.  All plan data for the 3D cases and 2D cases was normalized to 

100% of the prescribed dose at 95% of the PTV volume.  The structures we used to 

compare plans were the PTV and four organs at risk (OARs): rectum, bladder, left 

femoral head and right femoral head.   

3.1 Pre-Optimized Results 

The PTV curves in all of the pre-optimized cases save one planed using the 3D 

method have a trend of lower slopes in the drop off region of the curve.  The severity of 

the slope difference was case dependent and for the pre-optimized cases, most plans fell 

into one of two categories. 

Figures 11 and 12 are typical examples of the first group, cases in which the 2D 

and 3D methods are relatively comparable.  The PTVs of the 3D cases, while noticeably 

not quite as steep as the 2D cases, are relatively similar.  In these cases, the OAR curves 

are relatively close to each other, often with the 3D cases outperforming in some dose 

ranges and the 2D cases outperforming in others.  In this case outperforming means that 

for certain dose ranges, the amount of volume receiving the same dose is less. 
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Figure 11: Pre-optimized DVH showing relatively similar pre-optimized plans 

Figures 13 and 14 are typical examples from the second group.  The DVH curves 

for the 3D PTVs of this group are noticeably shaped quite different from the plans made 

using the 2D method.  The maximum dose is higher, and the shoulders of the curve 

drop off much less steeply.  On the other hand, for most of these cases the OAR curves, 

especially for the bladder and rectum, showed that for either all or most of the volume, 

the dose was significantly less.  Figure 15 is the DVH from the outlier case where the 

three dimensional method’s PTV curve was steeper than that of the two dimensional 

method. 
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Figure 12: Pre-optimized DVH showing relatively similar pre-optimized plans 
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Figure 13: Pre-optimized DVH showing worse PTV, better OARs for the 3D 

method 
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Figure 14: Pre-optimized DVH showing worse PTV, better OARs for the 3D 

method 
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Figure 15: Pre-optimized DVH showing better PTV for the 3D method 

3.2 Post-Optimized Results 

All of the post-optimized plans for the 3D method were very comparable to the 

plans from the 2D method.  Figures 16 and 17 are DVHs for the optimized versions of 

the plans in Figures 11 and 14, and are typical examples of the post-optimized plans.  

The DVH curves for the OARs and the PTVs when not overlapping are very close to 

each other.   
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Figure 16: Post-optimized DVH, same cases as Figure 11 
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Figure 17: Post-optimized DVH, same cases as Figure 14 

Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the results of comparing the percent volumes for a given 

dose for each structure using a signed rank P-test.  Table 2 compares the 3D to 2D pre-

optimized plans, Table 3 compares 3D to 2D post-optimized, and Table 4 compares the 

3D to the original plans.  The percent volumes were compared for 105% dose for the 

PTV, 60% dose for the bladder and rectum, and 40% dose for the left and right femoral 

heads.  When evaluated each structure from the pre-optimized plans had a P value of 

under 0.05, implying that they are significantly different.  The post-optimized P values 

for each structure all were over 0.05 except for the right femoral head, implying they are 
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not significantly different.  In the 3D to original comparison, the PTV and bladder were 

shown to be significantly different, while the rectum and femoral heads were not. 

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of volume differences for pre-optimized 

3D versus 2D 

 Mean (% volume) P value 

PTV 20.7231 ± 20.5764 0.0001 

Rectum -11.0621 ± 9.6004 0.0001 

Bladder -15.5214 ± 20.9605 0.0007 

Left Femoral Head -13.73 ± 19.5408 0.0035 

Right Femoral Head -21.9332 ± 25.3343 0.0006 

 

Table 3: Mean and standard deviation of volume differences for post-

optimized 3D versus 2D 

 Mean (% volume) P value 

PTV 1.0684 ± 4.9211 0.5256 

Rectum 0.27118 ± 1.0554 0.4781 

Bladder -0.26894 ± 1.3099 0.9702 

Left Femoral Head -1.3087 ± 6.3715 0.2789 

Right Femoral Head -3.2574 ± 5.1432 0.0099 
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Table 4: Mean and standard deviation of volume differences for 3D versus 

original plans 

 Mean (% volume) P value 

PTV 25.8706 ± 25.2019 0.0007 

Rectum -2.339 ± 9.9554 0.5256 

Bladder -4.7561 ± 11.7347 0.0400 

Left Femoral Head 2.7158 ± 13.7003 0.2043 

Right Femoral Head 3.0285 ± 16.5308 0.4330 

 

When the fluences were brought back into the treatment planning system, the 

position of each fluence had to be manually altered so it aligned properly, which could 

have introduced some manual errors.  Shown in Figures 18, 19, and 20 are DVHs where 

random shifts up to 1mm, 5mm, and 10mm respectively were introduced to a set of 

manually placed fluences.  As can be seen, even errors within 1mm can introduce 

changes in the DVH. 
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Figure 18: DVH with error up to 1mm in fluence 

 

Figure 19: DVH with error up to 5mm in fluence 
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Figure 20: DVH with error up to 10mm in fluence 
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4. Discussion and Conclusions 

4.1 Evaluation of Results 

In the pre-optimized results, there was some variation between the plans made 

from the 2D method versus the 3D method.  The 2D method resulted in steeper PTV 

curves, but the 3D case often resulted in lower dose curves for the OARs, excepting in 

the high dose ranges.  Statistically speaking they were significantly different. 

The 2D deformation is only based on whatever outer surface of the PTV falls into 

the BEV.  The 3D deformation however, is an average of the movement of points inside 

the PTV. 

As shown in Figure 21 the movement of each fluence pixel is most heavily 

influenced by points on the far side of the fluence plane by virtue of the fact that there 

are more of them included in the average, due to geometric magnification of the 

beamlet.  Not only that, but because of the LX/LSAD factor, the shifts from the far side of 

the fluence plane were weighted more than shifts from the side closer to the source.  

This is why the fluences from the 3D method often produce such different DVH curves 

from the 2D method. 

The post-optimized plans show no real significant differences, as verified by the 

P values.  The OAR curves are mostly very close to each other.  In the DVHs, if one 

organ performs a little better for one method, it is often offset by better performance by 

another organ for the opposing method.  The post-optimized 2D and 3D PTV curves are, 
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with one exception, mostly overlapping.  The one exception, while not overlapping at 

the drop-off, they are not very far from each other.  This shows that ultimately, there is 

no benefit for using the 3D deformation registration method over the 2D method for 

deforming the fluence maps in the KBRT process. 

 

Figure 21: Beamlet through fluence plane 

4.2 Future work 

The isocenter position in the new fluences was found by tracking where the old 

isocenter was shifted to.  However, this did not coincide with the isocenter of the query 
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PTV and the fluences had to be manually shifted when they were imported back into the 

treatment planning system.  Despite the measuring tool in the software, this introduced 

some positioning error due to both mouse positioning error and subjective 

interpretation of where the fluences should sit.  Some plans had fluences which did not 

always fully encompass the PTV and deciding where these fluences were supposed to be 

placed was a subjective process based on looking at the original match plan to see how 

the fluence lay for the same angle.  For future work with this method it would be 

necessary to find a reliable way for finding where the new isocenter position is with 

respect to the fluence maps. 

The prostate PTVs are also relatively simple shapes.  In the future it would be 

beneficial to see how the 3D method performs for more complicated PTVs, as in head 

and neck plans. 
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